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ABSTRACT

The Internet consists of about 13,000 Autonomous Systems (AS’s) that exchange routing information using the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP). The operators of each AS must have control over the flow of traffic through their network
and between neighboring AS’s. However, BGP is a complicated, policy-based protocol that does not include any direct
support for traffic engineering. In previous work, we have demonstrated that network operators can adapt the flow of
traffic in an efficient and predictable fashion through careful adjustments to the BGP policies running on their edge
routers. Nevertheless, many details of the BGP protocol and decision process make predicting the effects of these
policy changes difficult. In this paper, we describe a tool that predicts traffic flow at network exit points based on the
network topology, the import policy associated with each BGP session, and the routing advertisements received from
neighboring AS’s. We present a linear-time algorithm that computes a network-wide view of the best BGP routes for each
destination prefix given a static snapshot of the network state, without simulating the complex details of BGP message
passing. We describe how to construct this snapshot using the BGP routing tables and router configuration files available
from operational routers. We verify the accuracy of our algorithm by applying our tool to routing and configuration data
from AT&T’s commercial IP network. Our route prediction techniques help support the operation of large IP backbone
networks, where interdomain routing is an important aspect of traffic engineering.
Keywords: Traffic engineering, IP routing, BGP, router configuration

1. INTRODUCTION
Traffic engineering involves adapting the operation of a network according to the prevailing traffic conditions in order
to improve performance and use resources efficiently. In practice, traffic engineering involves adjusting the resource
allocation policies for path selection, buffer management, and link scheduling at the individual routers in the network.
For example, if some traffic is experiencing high delay or packet loss due to a congested link, operators can adjust the
configuration of the routing protocol to divert part of the traffic to other paths. Alternatively, an operator may be able to
improve performance by reconfiguring the buffer management policy at the router; one approach might be to selectively
mark or discard packets (e.g., by tuning the Random Early Detection (RED)
parameters) to encourage some of the TCP

senders to reduce their transmission rates before the buffer becomes full. If the link carries multiple classes of traffic,
the operator can also reconfigure the link-scheduling parameters to devote more bandwidth to some portion of the traffic.
Selecting the appropriate values for these parameters requires an accurate, up-to-date view of the offered traffic, network topology, and router configuration, which a well-designed network monitoring infrastructure can provide. Effective
traffic engineering also depends on the ability to predict the outcome of possible changes to the router configuration. Eval
uating “what-if” scenarios requires network management
tools that simulate the network protocols and mechanisms

or explicitly model their effects on the traffic. In some cases, such as capturing the influence of RED parameters on
TCP traffic over an entire network, simulation may be the only feasible alternative. In contrast, predicting the effects of
routing changes does not require a complex simulation of the messages exchanged in the routing protocol. Nevertheless,
deriving a closed-form analytic expression for the optimal parameter settings may prove difficult. Instead, we provide a
way to explore many different parameter values to allow operators to select a good configuration that makes efficient use
of network resources.
Most of the recent research and standards work on traffic engineering has focused on the Interior Gateway Protocols
(IGPs), such as OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) or IS-IS (Intermediate
System-Intermediate System), which control the
 
selection of paths within a single Autonomous System (AS).
Because network operators manage all of the routers that
participate in the IGP for a given network, they have complete control over intradomain routing. For example, network

operators can configure the link weights that control the selection of shortest paths in OSPF or IS-IS routing. However,
most of the traffic carried by a large IP backbone network traverses multiple AS’s, which makes interdomain routing an
important aspect of traffic engineering. Additionally, the links between AS’s are common points of congestion, largely
because the control of these links is shared between two or more (sometimes competing) parties. Careful control over
interdomain routing is important for improving end-to-end performance and making efficient use of network resources.
In this paper, we focus on
 traffic engineering in the context of the existing interdomain routing protocol—the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP).
Thus, our traffic engineering solutions do not require any modifications to the existing IP
infrastructure. However, BGP is a complex, policy-based protocol with a large number of configuration options. Because
changes to BGP routing policies can affect routing stability and the flow of traffic in the Internet as a whole, network
operators should understand the potential impact of changes in routing policy before reconfiguring the operational routers.
In this paper, we describe how to predict the influence of configuration changes, based on a snapshot of the state of the
network. This allows a network operator to evaluate possible changes to BGP policies and compare their impact on the
flow of traffic. Specifically, we present three main contributions:




Network-wide model: We propose a model of the network state required to predict the influence of changes in
BGP policies on path selection. The model incorporates the BGP routes advertised by neighboring domains and the
BGP import policies configured by network
operators. The model specifies the inputs to existing tools that capture

the influence of the IGP configuration.



Route prediction algorithm: We present a linear-time, centralized algorithm that computes the best BGP routes
chosen by the various routers in the AS based on the routing policies and BGP advertisements. We show that such
an algorithm can predict routes without simulating the passing of BGP messages between routers. Additionally, we
prove that our algorithm accurately represents the BGP decision process implemented on IP routers.
Prototype implementation: We describe how we populated our network model using the data available from the
routers in AT&T’s commercial IP network. We describe a prototype implementation of our tool that accurately
predicts the effects of BGP import policy changes on path selection.

We present these topics in three separate sections after a brief background section that describes the BGP protocol and
decision process. The paper concludes with a summary of our approach and a discussion of future research directions.

2. BORDER GATEWAY PROTOCOL
In this section, we first present an overview of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and the attributes associated with
BGP advertisements. Next, we describe the BGP decision process, which governs the selection of the best route for each
destination prefix at each router. Finally, we briefly explain how a router constructs a forwarding table based on its best
BGP route and the IGP parameters.

2.1. BGP Protocol
Internet routing and forwarding operate at the level of prefixes, which represent blocks of contiguous IP addresses. A prefix

  
!
is represented by a -bit address and a mask length. For example, 
specifies
addresses ranging from
 "  
 #

to 
. Neighboring AS’s exchange routing information by configuring a BGP session between a pair
of edge routers. The two routers establish a session and exchange update messages as they acquire new information about
how to reach individual destination prefixes. For a given prefix, a router sends an advertisement to inform its neighbor of
a new route to the destination prefix or a withdrawal to indicate that the route to that prefix is no longer available. Each
advertisement includes an AS path that identifies the list of AS’s en route to the origin AS that announced the destination
prefix; for this reason, BGP is called a path-vector protocol. Before accepting an advertisement, the receiving router
discards any routes that contain its own AS number in the AS path to prevent the formation of routing loops.
Route advertisements include several other attributes. The next hop attribute indicates the IP address of the router
associated with next hop along the path to the destination. The origin type identifies how the origin AS learned about
the route—within the AS (e.g., static configuration), EGP (a now-defunct distance-vector protocol), or injection from
another routing protocol. A neighbor AS may include a multiple exit discriminator (MED) in the route advertisement to

encourage the recipient to select a particular exit point for sending traffic to the neighboring AS; typically, this is done
by advertising different MED values at different interconnection points between the two AS’s. An internal BGP (iBGP)
message may include a local preference attribute to aid the recipient in ranking the paths learned from different routers
in the AS. The community attribute provides a generic mechanism for tagging routes to aid in specifying and applying
routing policies. For example, an AS might assign different community values to a path depending on whether it was
learned from a customer or a peer.
BGP routing depends heavily on locally-configured policies. A BGP-speaking router may receive multiple routes for
the same destination prefix. Upon receiving a route advertisement, the router applies import policies to filter unwanted
routes (e.g., advertisements for routes to prefixes in the private address space and other so-called “martian” addresses) or
to alter the attributes associated with the route. Network operators configure import policies to influence path selection.
Ultimately, the router invokes a decision process to select exactly one “best” route for each destination prefix among all
the routes it hears. The router uses export policies to manipulate the attributes of its best route and determine whether to
advertise this route to neighboring AS’s. Network operators often use export policies to limit the distribution of routes
to certain neighboring AS’s, based on the commercial relationship between the two institutions. For example,
routes
$%
learned from a peer or upstream provider should not be readvertised to another peer or upstream provider.
Network
operators specify import and export policies using diverse set of configuration commands.
A large backbone network typically has multiple BGP-speaking routers, multiple BGP sessions with each neighbor
AS, and BGP sessions with several different neighboring AS’s. For example, two large AS’s that exchange routing
information might have have BGP sessions with each other at multiple geographic locations, such as the East and West
Coasts of the United States. In addition to exchanging BGP messages with neighboring domains, an AS may use iBGP
to distribute routing information among its routers. The simplest approach is to have an iBGP session between each pair
of routers (i.e., a full iBGP mesh), but most& large networks have a hierarchical configuration using route reflectors or
confederations to achieve better scalability. An iBGP session operates in the same fashion as an external BGP (eBGP)
session, with the exception that routes learned from one iBGP neighbor are not advertised to another iBGP neighbor.
Every router must select a single best route for each destination prefix among the advertisements from the various eBGP
and iBGP neighbors. Because the best route that a router selects is dependent on its location in the network, each router
will not necessarily select the same best route.

2.2. BGP Decision Process
A BGP-speaking router may learn multiple paths to the same destination prefix from eBGP and iBGP neighbors. Although
the selection of a best path depends on the attributes in the BGP advertisements, the complete details of the
%%'decision
process are not part of the protocol specification. Nevertheless, router vendors adhere to a de facto standard.
After
certain routes are removed from consideration (e.g., because they have a loop in the AS path, have an unreachable next
hop, or were filtered by the import policy), the router applies a sequence of steps to narrow the set of candidate routes to
a single choice, as follows:
1. Highest local preference: Prefer routes with the highest local preference, where local preference is assigned by the
import policy and is conveyed via iBGP.
2. Shortest AS path: Prefer routes with the shortest AS path length, as conveyed in the BGP advertisement.
3. Lowest origin type: Prefer routes with the lowest origin type (IGP is preferable to EGP which is preferable to
INCOMPLETE), as conveyed in the BGP advertisement or reset by the import policy.
4. Lowest MED: For routes with the same next-hop AS ( , prefer routes with the smallest MED value, as conveyed in
the BGP advertisement or reset by the import policy.

)

5. eBGP over iBGP: Prefer routes learned via eBGP over routes learned via iBGP, since leaving the AS directly is
preferable to forwarding traffic through the AS to another router.
If the router is configured with the *,+-#*./103214657#*83930591: directive, the MED value is compared across all advertised routes.

AS B
AS A

Figure 1. Flow of traffic from ingress routers to the egress links. Each node represents a router within the AS. Routers with the same
shading have the same closest egress point.

6. Lowest IGP metric: Prefer routes with the smallest intradomain (Interior Gateway Protocol) metric to reach the next
hop, since this enables each router to select its “closest” exit point.
7. Oldest route: Prefer the route that was received earliest, since this route is more likely to be stable.
8. Lowest router ID: Prefer the route learned from a router with the lowest router identifier, as conveyed during
establishment of the BGP session.
Router vendors typically provide configuration options to disable one or more of these steps. In our work, we assume that
step ; is disabled to ensure that the BGP decision process does not depend on the order or timing of the update messages.
The network operator’s configuration of the import policies affects the decision process in several important ways: filtering
of unwanted routes, assignment of local preference, and possible resetting of the origin and MED attributes.
Over time, each router receives eBGP messages from neighboring domains, as well as iBGP advertisements for the
best routes seen at other routers in the AS. In the meantime, the routers also participate in an IGP that affects the selection
of the best path, as well as the path through the domain to reach the BGP next hop. Figure 1 shows a collection of
routers that select different routes toward a destination prefix reachable via AS’s A and B. Each router selects a route
!
with the “closest” egress point, based on the IGP configuration (in step of the decision process). Each router forwards
packets based a combination of information from BGP and the IGP. The forwarding table determines how the router
directs an incoming packet to the appropriate outgoing link(s). For example, consider a router that would forward traffic
for destination prefix 192.0.2.0/24 to the outgoing link Serial2. The router employs the BGP decision process to select
an AS path and next-hop IP address of the border router. The router learns how to reach this next-hop address via the
intradomain routing protocol (e.g., OSPF or IS-IS). Based on the IGP weights, the router computes a shortest path to the
BGP next hop and identifies the outgoing link, Serial2, along the shortest path. The router combines these two pieces of
information to construct the forwarding table entry. When a packet arrives, the router performs a longest-prefix match on
the destination address (say, 192.0.2.147) to determine the appropriate outgoing link. The next router repeats the process
and directs the traffic to the next step toward the destination.

3. NETWORK-WIDE MODEL
This section presents a model that describes the influence of BGP import policy changes on the flow of traffic based on
a static snapshot of the network state. We divide the problem into four modules, as shown in Figure 2: (1) each eBGP
session applies import policies to the routes learned from neighboring domains; (2) the BGP decision process determines
the set of best routes to each destination prefix; (3) for each ingress router, the IGP configuration and the underlying
network topology dictate the selection of the closest egress point and the path through the domain; and (4) the offered
traffic is joined with the paths to compute the total load on each link in the domain. The
rest of the paper focuses primarily

on the first two modules in Figure 2; previous work describes the last two modules.
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Figure 2. Modeling the impact of BGP policies, IGP weights, and network topology on the flow of traffic. In this paper, we focus on
the modules inside the shaded box.

3.1. Routing Choices
The modules inside the shaded box focus on the aspects of BGP routing that do not depend on the IGP configuration
or the network topology. The first module considers the routes learned via eBGP sessions with neighboring domains.
Two neighboring AS’s exchange messages over an eBGP session between two routers. A border router may often have
eBGP sessions with many different neighboring AS’s, or even multiple eBGP sessions with the same AS. A neighbor AS
sends route advertisements over an eBGP session to advertise reachability to a given prefix. The set of all eBGP-learned
routes for a given prefix constitutes the routing choices, shown as one of the inputs to the first module in Figure 2. Each
advertised route has four attributes—the AS path, the origin type, the MED, and the router ID. The router ID is actually
associated with the eBGP session; as such, all routes learned via the same eBGP session have the same router ID. For
simplicity, we incorporate the router ID as an attribute of the individual routes, since the router ID plays a role in the BGP
decision process.

3.2. Import Policy
Each eBGP session has an import policy that applies to all route advertisements heard on that session. Some aspects
of import policy, such as route filtering, do not relate directly to traffic engineering. Import policies allow network
operators to reassign some route attributes based on a regular expression match on the AS path associated with each
route advertisement, or by the advertised prefix itself. Assigning different local preference values to different routes is a
convenient way to control the flow of traffic, since the first step of the BGP decision process compares the local preference
values of routing advertisements. We model the import policy associated with each eBGP session as a list of mappings
that identify which routes should receive a particular value of local preference, origin type, or MED. Each mapping refers
to routing advertisements based on the destination prefix or a regular expression on the AS path. For example, the import
policy at one router for a given eBGP neighbor might be expressed by the following mappings:
<

192.0.2.0/24, 10.0.0.0/8 =?> local-pref 80
< ˆ65000$ =@> local-pref 110
* =?> local-pref 100
<

  #3

" " " A3B

This import policy assigns a local preference of 80 to any route for prefixes 
and 
. Any remaining
route with a one-hop AS path of 65000 is assigned a local preference of 110. Any route that does not match these two
rules is assigned a local preference value of 100. All routes retain their initial values for origin type and MED.

3.3. New Routing Choices
The first module in Figure 2 captures how the import policy manipulates the routing choices learned from neighboring
domains. This produces new routing choices that are a subset of the original routing choices and can be represented in the
same fashion. A route in the set of new routing choices includes the local preference attribute and may have new values for
the origin type and/or MED. The new routing choices are an input to the second module, which emulates the operation of
the BGP decision process at the various routers in the network. This module captures the effects of distributing the eBGPlearned routes to the various routers in the domain via iBGP, without considering the influence of the IGP parameters on
the BGP decision process. We discuss this module in more detail in Section 4.

3.4. Egress Points
The output of the second module is the set of egress points associated with each prefix. Each egress point in the set
corresponds to the eBGP session responsible for advertising this route. The routers that select this egress point direct
their traffic toward the edge router associated with this session. In reality, each packet that uses this eBGP-learned route
eventually traverses some egress link from the edge router to the router in the neighboring domain. More generally, each
eBGP session is associated with one or more egress links at the router. For example, a router may have parallel links
connecting to a router in the neighboring domain, as shown by the rightmost router connecting to AS B in Figure 1. In
addition, a single egress link may be associated with more than one eBGP session at the router. For example, the router
may have a link that connects to a shared medium, such as a FDDI ring or ATM switch, at a public Internet exchange
point (IXP), where multiple AS’s meet to exchange BGP routes and IP traffic. One of the functions of the third operation
in Figure 2 is to associate each egress point (an eBGP session) with a group of egress links (associated with that session),
based on the network topology.

3.5. IGP Configuration
The third module in Figure 2 computes the shortest path(s) between each pair of routers in the domain, based on the
topology and the settings of the IGP weights and areas. IGP parameters affect both the BGP decision process (in step
6) and the path(s) between each pair of routers in the AS. In the event where multiple route advertisements are equally
good through the first five steps of the BGP decision process, the router will select a best route based on which has the
shortest IGP cost. Therefore, the third module requires knowledge about IGP costs of internal links. When modeling the
selection of the closest egress point, we assume a full-mesh iBGP configuration, where every router receives a copy of
the best route from each of its iBGP neighbors. In practice, the use of route reflectors or confederations may limit route
advertisement distribution, but we believe our model can be extended to support these configurations. The IGP parameters
also determine the shortest path(s) through the network from the ingress router to its closest egress point. For example,
the OSPF and IS-IS protocols assign an integer weight to each unidirectional internal link and compute the shortest path
route(s) as the sum of the link weights.

3.6. Traffic Volumes
The shortest-path computation determines how traffic that enters at a particular ingress point traverses a path through
the domain to a certain egress point %Cen route to the destination prefix. Combining this path information
with traffic

measurements from the ingress points provides an estimate of the total load on each link in the AS. The last module
sums traffic volumes over each of the links. These estimates of link load can be used to evaluate and compare the
influence of different configurations of the BGP import policies and IGP parameters on the flow of traffic. The network
operator may have an objective function that quantifies the “goodness” of a particular solution. For example, the objective
function might reflect the utilization of the most heavily loaded link. An operator or network optimization tool could then
experiment with various BGP policies and IGP weights to find a good solution based on this objective function.

4. NETWORK-WIDE ROUTING PREDICTION
In this section, we describe an algorithm for predicting the set of best routes based on a network-wide view of the routing
choices, after manipulation by the import policies. First, we present a linear-time algorithm that computes the best routes
without simulating the complex exchange of update messages on eBGP and iBGP sessions. For simplicity, we initially
focus on the case where the MED attribute is compared across all routes, irrespective of the next-hop AS. Next, we explain
how limiting the comparison of the MED attribute to the routes with the same next-hop AS makes route prediction more
complicated. Then, we present an extension to our algorithm that captures the influence of MEDs on the selection of best
routes. We defer several of the theorems and proofs to the Appendix.

4.1. Centralized Algorithm for Route Prediction
Each router selects its best route based on the BGP advertisements received from its eBGP and iBGP neighbors. A change
in the best route may trigger a new update message to other routers in the domain which, in turn, may affect their routing
decisions. In this section, we show that a deterministic, centralized algorithm can compute the set of best routes selected
by the routers throughout the AS once the internal distribution of routes converges. Assume we have an AS with a set



K JLNM , where each router J1O has a set of (eBGP-learned) routes PQO for the destination
of D edge routers, EGFIHJ 3K J K
prefix R , after the routes have been manipulated by the import policies. We focus on the routing decision for a single R
since the path-selection process for each prefix proceeds independently. Our goal is compute the set S of best routes from
the sets H,PTO M in a deterministic fashion. First, we show that it is possible to compute S based only on the sets H1PUO M .
Next, we present an algorithm that first determines the locally-best (eBGP-learned) route VAOXWYPTO at each router J1O and
then computes S by identifying the best of the H,VOZM across all of the D edge routers. The running time of our algorithm is
linear in the total number of eBGP-learned routes.

Since BGP is a message-passing protocol that sends incremental routing updates, we must first establish that the set
of best routes [ as determined by the BGP decision process is independent of the ordering of arrivals of the eBGP and
iBGP update messages in the network.
T HEOREM 4.1. Given the updates received for a destination prefix up to time \ for all edge routers, the best routes as
determined by the BGP decision process, [ , are independent of the order of the update messages.
Proof. At each router, the BGP decision process ranks routes based on the attributes for each advertised route. The ranking
of routes in the decision process is independent of arrival times and order—the best route to a prefix will only change if
the newly received route is ranked higher than the current best route. Thus, for any two advertisements, the BGP decision
process will rank those two advertisements in the same fashion, regardless of which order they arrived. Each edge router
determines the best BGP route locally. If the locally-best route was learned via eBGP, the router readvertises this route to
its iBGP neighbors, including the other edge routers. Thus, as well as hearing eBGP advertisements, an egress router hears
additional best route advertisements from its iBGP neighbors. However, by the same argument, iBGP advertisements can
be interleaved anywhere in the arrival of eBGP advertisements without affecting the best route, since the ranking that the
BGP decision process applies is independent of the order in which these messages were received. ]
An important consequence of the theorem is that any ordering of the eBGP and iBGP messages would produce the
same final selection of the best routes. Our algorithm models a simple ordering that consists of two steps: (i) each router
JO receives and processes all of its eBGP-learned routes and selects the best of these routes VO using the BGP decision
process, and (ii) all routers receive the routes H3V#O M via iBGP and repeat the BGP decision process to compute their final
best route. It is important to note that the route V#O is not necessarily in S because some routes learned from other routers
may be better. That is, some routers may change their best route in the second step. These routers do not need to send their
new best route to others, since iBGP-learned routes are not exchanged with other iBGP neighbors. Hence, the message
passing terminates after the second step under our message ordering. In the end, some routers J O have a best route V O W^S
and other routers must select their best route from S based on the later steps in the decision process (i.e., the IGP metric
and the router ID), as captured in the third module in Figure 2.
The first step of the algorithm identifies the route V O for each edge router J O . When the MED attribute can be directly
compared across all routes, computing V O for each router J O is relatively simple. For computing V O , the local preference,
AS path, origin type, MED, and router ID attributes form an ordering on the set of (eBGP-learned) routes P O at router J O .
The parts of the BGP decision process based on the “eBGP vs. iBGP” (step 5) and the “lowest IGP metric” (step 6) are
not relevant here, since all of the routes in P_O were learned directly via eBGP at router J,O . Computing V3O involves iterating
through the routes in PQO and comparing each route to the current best route. More formally, for two routes ` Ka WbPcO ,
where `eF d a , the algorithm eliminates advertisement ` if:
L OCALPREF fg`ihkj
ASPATH L ENGTH fg`ihkl
O RIGIN fg`ihkj
MED fg`ihkl
ROUTER ID fg`ihkl

L OCALPREF f a h

or

ASPATH L ENGTH f a h
O RIGIN f a h or
MED f a h or
ROUTER ID f a h

(1)
or

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The second stage of the algorithm uses the locally-best routes H,VO M to compute S . This involves iterating through the
routes H3V O M and comparing each route to the current set of best routes based on the attributes in Equations 1–4; note that

AS 2
AS 1
α

A

β

γ

B

AS 3

Figure 3. Multi-exit discriminators prevent an edge router from achieving an ordering of routes based only on locally-learned routes.

this does not include the router ID tie-breaking step in Equation 5. If a route ` has a better ranking than the existing best
routes, then the set of best routes is reset to contain the single route ` . If the ` has the same ranking, then ` joins the
existing set of best routes. Otherwise, ` is discarded.
Together, the two parts of the algorithm have a running time that is linear in the total number of eBGP-learned routes
for the destination prefix. In Appendix A, we present a series of proofs that demonstrate the correctness of our algorithm.
In Theorem A.1, we show that eliminating routes from PmO based on Equations 1–5 for each router J3O does not eliminate
any routes that appear in S , as determined by the BGP decision process. Theorem A.2 shows that our algorithm does not
eliminate any routes that appear in S when it eliminates routes H,VO M based on route comparison across all edge routers.
Finally, Theorem A.3 shows that every route advertisement that is eliminated from [ will also be eliminated from S by
our prediction algorithm. In proving these three theorems, we show that the sets S and [ are equal, which proves that
our prediction algorithm produces the same set of routes that would be produced by the separate application of the BGP
decision process at each router based on the arrival of eBGP and iBGP update messages.

4.2. The Trouble with MEDs
The results in the previous subsection apply to the case where the BGP decision process compares all route attributes
across all advertised routes. Network operators commonly configure routers to treat MEDs in this way to provide extra
control over which routes are chosen by the BGP decision process. For example, operators sometimes reassign MED
values using BGP import policies, because MED comparison can be used as a way to prefer one route over another after
the AS path length comparison step. In other cases, the network operator may configure import policies that reset the
MED attribute (e.g., using the n#o#prqNopAsutvxw directive) on all eBGP sessions to prevent neighboring domains from influencing the BGP selection process. In these two cases, all attributes can still be compared across all route advertisements.
However, in some cases, network operators limit the MED comparison to routes with the same next-hop AS. Operators
commonly use this functionality to achieve certain traffic engineering objectives, such as “cold-potato” routing, whereby
the neighboring AS uses MEDs to signal which egress point should be used to carry the traffic.
Limiting MED comparison to routes with the same next-hop AS makes the ranking of routes non-transitive. A lowerranked route at router A may be a better route than the best route at router B, which may, in turn, be better than the
locally-best route at router A. Consider again the example in Figure 3, where AS3 learns routes for a prefix from both
AS1
and AS2. AS3 receives the route advertisement y from AS1 for some destination prefix at router A and the routes
z
and { from AS2 at two different edge routers A and B. Assume that
the three routes have the same local preference,
z
AS path length, and origin type. Suppose that router A prefers route because it has a smaller router ID than y ; since
z
the routes were learned from different next-hop AS’s, MEDs do not play a role in the decision. Therefore, locally at A,
is the best eBGP-learnedz route; locally at B, { is the best (andz only) eBGP-learned route. However, suppose that { has a
y is an eBGP-learned
smaller MED value than ; then, router A would prefer { over z . Yet, A would prefer y over { since
z
route and { is an iBGP-learned route. In summary, A prefers over y (due to router ID), { over (due to MED), and y
over { (due to “eBGP vs. iBGP”).
Ultimately, the selection of the best route at router A depends on the order of the comparisons between the routes.
This dependency makes the outcome of the BGP decision process dependent on the order in which these messages
are
%
received. To avoid this problem, router vendors recommend enabling the |}~oposqt1utn3putv#1quo feature.
This
forces a router to repeat the comparison of all routes after receiving a new advertisement or withdrawal message, rather
than simply comparing against the current best route. This removes the dependency on the order of message arrivals.

However, the non-transitivity of MED comparisons still causes problems for the algorithm we present in Section 4.1.
Given a local ranking of the eBGP-learned routes P_O at each router J1O , we can no longer guarantee that S will be some
subset of the best routes H,V#O M selected locally at the various edge routers (i.e., Theorem A.1 no longer holds). In the next
subsection, we discuss revisions to the algorithm from Section 4.1 such that network-wide route prediction still produces
the same set of best routes as the separate application of the BGP decision process at each router to the sequence of BGP
update messages.

4.3. Algorithm Revisions
Because the use of MEDs makes route comparison non-transitive, the algorithm must take care not to eliminate any routes
that could potentially become the best route after the MED comparison step. The algorithm should account for the fact
that local elimination of routes from P O should not go past the MED step in the decision process. At this point, the
algorithm must determine whether the best route at each router is better than the best route at some other edge router. The
best route that remains at a particular router is the one that would would be considered to be the locally-best route. From
a high-level, our algorithm for selecting the best route to a prefix at each egress router proceeds in three steps:
1. Eliminate routing choices locally at each router based on steps up to and including MED (Equations 1–4): Construct
an initial set of candidates for best routes to a destination prefix at each router based on the highest local preference
value heard globally for this route. From this set, eliminate those that do not have the shortest AS path length among
all routes in this set, and so forth. At the end, each router J3O has one or more locally-best routes that differ only in
their router ID attributes.
2. Eliminate routes that are always worse than the best routes at other routers: For each J#O , compare the locally-best
route VO to the locally-best route at other routers. If VO is worse than one or more of these routes with regard to
Equations 1– 3, eliminate all of the routes at router J3O . At the end of this step, all routes that cannot compete with
regard to local preference, AS path length, and origin type have been eliminated.
3. Select a local best route at one edge router and propagate the effects of this choice globally across all edge routers:
While there are still routers with one or more candidate best routes, pick one of these routers J#O and select the best
eBGP-learned route V O at that router (based on the router ID tie break). If this route is “worse” than the locally-best
route at one or more other routers, based on the MED comparison (Equation 4), eliminate this route. Otherwise,
assign this route to S and eliminate all other routes at J O as well as all other routes that have the same next-hop AS
that do not have the same MED value; this router J O does not require further inspection.
The first two steps eliminate routes that could not possibly belong to the set of best routes S . The third step propagates
the effects of the other routes one step at a time. At the point where MED comparison is applied, we must determine
if there are other potential best routes at other egress routers that are “better” than the locally-best route. Consider
the
z
y , , and { .
example in Figure 3. The first two steps of the
algorithm
have
already
been
applied,
leaving
three
routes
z
We select router A and its locally-best route , which is ranked ahead of y based on the router ID.
However, when we
z
compare to the locally-best route at router B, we find that { is a better route; thus, we eliminate from consideration.
Now there are two routers each with one route. We select router A again and propagate the effects of the route y . No
other route has the same next-hop AS, so this route does not eliminate any other routes and is not eliminated itself; thus,
we include y in S . Then, we select router B and add { to S . The algorithm terminates with SrFH1y K { M .
Essentially, we have altered the algorithm from Section 4.1 to eliminate routes based on Equations 1–4, rather than on
Equations 1–5. Therefore, Theorem A.1 still applies, since any route advertisement a that is better than an advertisement
` based on Equations 1–3 would also be eliminated by the BGP decision process. In Appendix A.2, we show that, in
the case of the revised algorithm, routes that are eliminated by global comparison of routes must not be in the set of best
routes. This is more complicated because we must show that our algorithm never eliminates a route prematurely—that is,
our algorithm never eliminates a route that could eventually be selected as a globally best route.

5. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe the prototype implementation of a tool that applies import policies to the eBGP-learned routes
and computes the set of best routes for each destination prefix. We describe how to obtain import policies and routing
choices from a Cisco router and express this data in terms of the model we presented in Section 3. We also describe how
we applied this data to verify the correctness of the algorithm we presented in Section 4.
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Figure 4. Excerpt from a BGP routing table dump (i.e., output of / 4-r 7e§,17 ).

5.1. Routing Choices
We extract the routing choices from the BGP routing table, also known as the Routing Information Base (RIB), from
the routers that connect the AT&T network to other large providers. A simple script connects to each router and issues
a command to dump the RIB (e.g., n,¨"©ª«t~¬|}~ in Cisco IOS ). Figure 4 shows example output with two routes
for 10.0.0.0/8 and two routes for 10.23.0.0/16. Each entry shows attributes that are learned via a BGP advertisement or
assigned by the existing import policy, such as the next-hop IP address (192.0.2.10), MED (2130), local preference (80),
AS path (65000 183), and origin type (“i” for IGP); the weight parameter is a Cisco-proprietary attribute. The “i” near the
beginning of an entry indicates that the route was learned via iBGP from another router in the AT&T network. The “ l ”
symbol identifies the router’s “best” route for this prefix. For example, this router prefers the second route to 10.0.0.0/8
because it has a larger local preference (100 vs. 80). The router favors the eBGP-learned route to 10.23.0.0/16 since the
local preference, AS path length, origin type, and MED were the same for both routes.
Using routing table dumps to reconstruct the routing choices for each prefix presents several limitations. The RIB
records the routes after the application of the current import policy. However, the import policy may have filtered some
routing advertisements. Since we do not try to model changes in the filtering policy, this is not a significant limitation.
The import policy may also have manipulated the BGP attributes (i.e., local preference, origin type, and MED) of the
remaining routes. Thus, we cannot necessarily determine the values of these attributes that accompanied the corresponding
BGP advertisement. Nevertheless, because import policies often reassign these attributes for traffic engineering purposes,
we can use the data available from the routing tables to evaluate new import policies that assign new local preference
values. Similarly, we can evaluate policies that either reset the origin type or MED (based on the prefix or AS path) or
retain the existing values. In constructing the routing choices for each prefix, we focus on the routes learned via eBGP;
each of the iBGP-learned routes exists as an eBGP-learned route in the table of another router. For each eBGP-learned
route, we extract the prefix, AS Path, origin type, and MED attributes.
In order to accurately predict the outcome of the BGP decision process, our algorithm must know the router ID
associated with each route. The neighbor’s router ID, a 32-bit unsigned integer with a default value that depends on the
implementation of the neighbor’s router, is transmitted in the OPEN message that initiates the establishment of the BGP
session. The router ID could be the router’s loopback address or the highest IP address across all of the interfaces on the
router. Alternatively, the operator
in the neighboring AS might explicitly configure an arbitrary router ID (e.g., using the
%
|A}~s©#®po#s""t3 command,
in Cisco IOS parlance). Each BGP session is associated with exactly one router ID.
For
% Cisco routers, the n,¨"©ª«t~¬|}~o¯t,}¨A|©sNn command describes which router ID is associated with each session ; this command also provides a variety of information about every BGP session at that router. Figure 5 shows an
excerpt of the output. In this example, the °±²³"o"t,}¨A|"©#s is 192.0.2.10 and the so1qu©pors©®posµ´,¶ is 71.169.232.8.
In the AT&T network, a script archives the output from n,¨©#ª·t1~¬|A}~¸"o¯t,}¨|"©sNn on a daily basis. For every eBGP
session, we obtain the corresponding router ID and include it as an attribute for every route associated with that eBGP
session.

5.2. Import Policies
Router vendors offer a wide variety of configuration commands for specifying import policies. The commands applied to
a router are preserved in a configuration file that can be archived for backup and analysis (e.g., for Cisco routers, the n,¨"©ª
s®AAt1A}"v#©#¹Nt,} command outputs this file). A Cisco IOS configuration file is divided into a number of sections that
capture the configuration state of various aspects of the router, including the interfaces and the routing protocol. Figure 6
shows an example of a BGP session configuration for a router in AS 7018. The router has a BGP session with IP address
192.0.2.10 in AS 65000. The second "o¯t,}¨|"©s statement specifies that the inbound route map called ´,º²"»#¼A½ should

BGP neighbor is 192.0.2.10, remote AS 10, external link
Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2
Inbound soft reconfiguration allowed
BGP version 4, remote router ID 71.169.232.8
BGP state = Established, table version = 27, up for 00:06:12
Last read 00:00:12, hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60
seconds
Minimum time between advertisement runs is 30 seconds
Received 19 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue
Sent 17 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue
Inbound path policy configured
Route map for incoming advertisements is testing
Connections established 2; dropped 1
Connection state is ESTAB, I/O status: 1, unread input bytes: 0
...

¿¢ÀZÁ%Â¢ÃZ¿ÅÄÆZÇÉÈ Ê6ËZÌ
Í6Ã%ÎZÆZÏ Ä6ÀZ¿ÉËZÐ 3
Ñ ÒgÊ3ÒÓÑ,ÒÔËÊ@¿¢ÃÕÀ Â¢Ã Ö ×%ØXÙ Ú Ê Ê Ê
Í6Ã%ÎZÆZÏ Ä6ÀZ¿ÉËZÐ 3
Ñ ÒgÊ3ÒÓÑ,ÒÔËÊ@¿¢ÀÁ%ÂÃ ÖÕ×ÇTÛÜ Ý¢ZÞ ß%àáÎÍ
â
¿¢ÀZÁ%Â¢Ã Ö Õ6×ÇãÛÜ ÝÞZß àÅÇÃ ¿ Õ6ÎÂÉË
Õ6×ZÂäÏÉÎÇÉ× å å ¿¢Ã%Ø ØæË Ð Ð
Ø ÃZÂèç À%ä × ç ÖÇ%¿ÃZé¢ÃZ¿¢ÃZÍ6ä ÃÅÌ Ê
â
¿¢ÀZÁ%Â¢Ã Ö Õ6×ÇãÛÜ ÝÞZß àÅÇÃ ¿ Õ6ÎÂèÑ
Õ6×ZÂäÏá×¢Ø ÖÇ×ZÂ ÏáÐ Ð
Ø ÃZÂèç À%ä × ç ÖÇ%¿ÃZé¢ÃZ¿¢ÃZÍ6ä ÃæË ËÊ
â
ÎÇã×%Ø Ö Ç6×ZÂ á
Ï ×%ä%ä %Ã Ø Ø Ö%ç%Î ØÂæÐ ÐÅÇÃZ¿ ÕÎÂTêÙ Ú Ê Ê Ê%ë
×%ä%ä Ã%Ø Ø Ö%ç%Î Ø ÂÉË Ð ÐìÇ ÃZ¿ Õ6ÎÂáÎÇèÏÀ%ØÂãËZÐ Ñ,ÒgÊÒÓÑ,ÒgÊ@Ï6À%ØÂèÑ %Ú Ú,ÒÓÑ Ú Ú3ÒÓÑ Ú Ú,ÒÓÊ
×%ä%ä Ã%Ø Ø Ö%ç%Î Ø ÂÉË Ð ÐìÇ ÃZ¿ Õ6ÎÂáÎÇèÏÀ%ØÂãËÊ3ÒgÊ3ÒÓÊ3ÒgÊ@ÏÀ¢ØÂèÑ Ú 3
Ú ÒgÊ3ÒgÊ3ÒÓÊ

Figure 5. Excerpt from / #4-x7§317¾391,§48#/ output.

Figure 6. Example of a Cisco IOS import policy.

be applied to all advertisements heard on this BGP session. This route map has two clauses that implement the import
policy outlined in Section 3.2. The first clause assigns a local preference of 80 for advertised routes to 192.0.2.0/24 and
10.0.0.0/8, as defined in access-list 199. The second clause assigns a local preference of 110 to routes with an AS path of
65000 (i.e., a one-hop path to AS 65000). All remaining routes are assigned the default local preference value, 100.
Our parsing mechanism looks for "o¯t,}¨A|"©s statements to determine which route map is associated with the BGP
session. Each route map consists of one of more clauses that ~"osqit,p or oí certain route advertisements. Our algorithm
ignores the Ao#í clauses since these correspond to filtering operations and represents each ~osqt,p clause as a mapping
from either a list of prefixes or AS path regular expression to an attribute assignment (as described in Section 3.2). The
qNîpNv,¨ statement indicates the routes for which a particular mapping is applicable (i.e., the list of prefixes or AS path
regular expression), and the n#o#p statement specifies the attribute assignment that the import policy applies to those routes.
For example, the first clause of the ´,º²"»#¼A½ route map in Figure 6 is represented as:
<

192.0.2.0/24, 10.0.0.0/8 =?>

local-pref 80

After parsing the route map, our algorithm creates an additional mapping that assigns a default local preference of 
and retains the existing values of the origin type and MED attributes, consistent with the behavior of Cisco routers.

#

5.3. Route Prediction
For each router, our route prediction tool obtains a set of eBGP-learned routes (described in Section 5.1) from the routing
table, as well as a set of mappings that express the import policies for all eBGP sessions (described in Section 5.2). The
tool then parses the BGP neighbor information to obtain a mapping from next-hop IP address to router ID for each session,
and applies each mapping to the appropriate set of routing choices to produce a new set of routing choices for that prefix.
The tool then applies the prediction algorithm described in Section 4 to determine the set of best routes to each destination
prefix. We applied the existing import policies for the AT&T network to the routing choices obtained from routing tables
of each of AT&T’s border routers and verified that our tool produces the same attributes for local preference, origin type,
and MED for every eBGP-learned route. We are in the process of testing the implementation of our prediction algorithm
on this data.
We can optimize our route prediction tool by taking advantage of the fact that many of the destination prefixes have
# K #
exactly the same routing choices. In March 2002, we observed that the AT&T BGP tables have over 
prefixes
# K ##
but just over
unique routing choices (we note a similar result in previous work ). As such, computing the best
route for every unique set of routing choice, rather than for every individual prefix, can reduce route prediction overhead
by as much as a factor of 5. Additionally, operators typically experiment with small changes to the import policies. For
example, an operator might change or add one clause in the route map associated with a single eBGP session. There is

no need to reapply the import policies for routes learned via other sessions or to repeat the prediction algorithm for the
unaffected destination prefixes. We plan to extend our prototype to incorporate these enhancements.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a model and an algorithm for predicting the effects of BGP import policy on path
selection. We presented a model (summarized in Figure 2) that expresses the influence of BGP import policies, the BGP
decision process, the IGP parameters, and the offered traffic on the distribution of traffic across links in the network. Our
route prediction algorithm accurately determines the best routes as determined by the BGP decision process, given only a
snapshot of the network state. The algorithm has a running time that is linear in the number of eBGP-learned routes and
applies when the MED attribute is compared either across all routes or only for routes with the same next-hop AS. Finally,
we have described how to obtain the data needed to run our algorithm from production routers and built a prototype that
demonstrates that our algorithm correctly predicts the best BGP routes.
In future work, we intend to integrate our prototype with existing tools that capture the influence of the IGP configuration on the path selection process. We are also investigating how to account for the influence of route reflectors on the
selection of the best BGP route at each router in the network. In addition, we plan to incorporate traffic measurements
from the operational network to demonstrate how a change in import policy affects traffic load on network links. In previous work, we demonstrated ways for operators to change the flow of traffic in an efficient and predictable manner. We
envision that, in the future, our tool will generate recommendations for possible modifications import policies according
to specified traffic engineering goals. Together, these pieces provide a useful traffic engineering framework for network
operators.

APPENDIX A. CORRECTNESS THEOREMS
In this section, we prove the correctness of the network-wide route prediction algorithm from Section 4. In Section A.1,
we prove the correctness of our algorithm in the case where the BGP decision process compares MEDs across all advertised routes. Section A.2 presents a proof of correctness in the case where MEDs are compared only across routing
advertisements from the same neighboring AS.

A.1. Routing Prediction Without MEDs
We first show that the first stage of our prediction algorithm does not eliminate any local routing choices that would
not be eliminated by the BGP decision process. Next, we show that the second stage of our algorithm, which compares
across all network-wide routing choices, does not eliminate any routes that the BGP decision process would not eliminate.
Furthermore, we show that every route that the BGP decision process eliminates is also be eliminated by our algorithm,
thus proving that our algorithm produces the same results as the BGP decision process, given the same set of eBGP-learned
routes.
T HEOREM A.1. Local routing prediction never eliminates a route that the BGP decision process would select as a

globally best route. Formally, ïA`uOðW^PTO K fÓ`¯O@F¬
d V3Oiñò`NO Wó[ h .
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there exists some `ôOÉF«
d V3O that is in the set of globally best routes, [ .
Then, it must be the case that route `uO is better than VO according to Equations 1–5. However, if one of these conditions is
true, then the BGP decision process would have eliminated `O in favor of VO . Thus, `NO cannot be in [ . ]
Thus, we have shown that the application of local decision rules would never eliminate a route that the BGP decision
process would have selected as a globally best route to that prefix. We now show that global comparison of the locally-best
routes H,VOZM results in a set S that contains every route that belongs in the set of best routes [ .


T HEOREM A.2. Let [ be the set of best routes as determined by the BGP decision process. Then, ï`iOõWPTO K fg`NO WS³ñ

`¯O Wö[ðh . That is, if our algorithm eliminates a routing choice from some router J3O , then that route could not have been a
route that BGP would have selected as a globally best route.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there is some `OóW[ that is eliminated by our algorithm. Since
Theorem A.1 showed that such an eBGP-learned route would not be eliminated locally, `ôO must have been eliminated in
the second stage of the algorithm by another route a that is better according to Equations 1–4. However, if this is the case,
then the BGP decision process would also eliminate `uO in favor of a . Thus, `uO cannot be in [ . ]
We have now shown that given a static, network wide view of the eBGP-learned routes (after application of the import
policies), our algorithm determines a set of best routes S that entirely contains the set of best routes [ that would be
selected by the distributed collection of routers in the AS. To prove that our algorithm produces the same set of best routes
as the BGP decision process, we must now show the converse—that if a route is eliminated by application of the BGP
decision process, then our algorithm does not include this route in S .
T HEOREM A.3. Any route that is eliminated by the BGP decision process must also be eliminated by application of


network-wide routing prediction. That is, ïA` O W÷P O K fg` O W^[øñù` O WóSèh .


Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there exists some `ôOTW³S where `¯O Wb[ . Then it must be the case
that, for some router, a different routing choice a was chosen as a best route to a prefix, where our algorithm would have
selected `NO . This, however, implies that the routing choice a , which appears in [ , was eliminated from S . However, we
know from Theorems A.1 and A.2 that this cannot be true. ]
We have shown that if BGP is configured using îúª"î#íNnv#©1q"~"îsoA1qNo , then our network-wide route prediction
algorithm produces a set of routes that are consistent with the routes that would have been chosen by the BGP decision
process, given some time-ordering of all route advertisement messages. Thus, if BGP is configured to determine the best
route to a destination prefix independent of BGP message arrivals, our algorithm produces the same best routes as those
which would result from the application of the BGP decision process to a series of BGP messages at each egress router.

A.2. Routing Prediction With MEDs
In this section, we show that the revised algorithm presented in Section 4.3 produces the same results as the BGP decision process in the case where routers are configured to compare MEDs only across the routes learned from the same
neighboring AS.
T HEOREM A.4. (T HEOREM A.2 REVISITED ). Let [ be the set of best routes as determined by the BGP decision process.


Then, ïA`NO?WûPTO K fÓ`¯O WS¬ñü`NO W[ðh . That is, if a routing choice is eliminated from any router J3O , then that route could
not have been a route that BGP would have selected as a globally best route.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there is some ` O Wý[ that is eliminated by our algorithm. Then, it must
be the case that the route was eliminated by the application of Equations 1–4 for eBGP-learned routes (locally at each
router), an advertisement from another egress router with a lower MED value, based on Equation 5, or locally based on
router ID (Equation 5), or by a route learned from another router.
Theorem A.1 showed that such a route via eBGP could not be eliminated locally and still appear in the selection of
best routes; if we consider the same argument for the application of Equations 1–4, then it cannot be the case that a route
eliminated based on these equations can ever appear as a best route in [ .
If the route was eliminated by a route learned at another router with a lower MED value, then it must be the case that
this route would have been eliminated by the BGP decision process when such a route was heard by iBGP. Therefore, a
routing choice eliminated in this fashion cannot appear in the set of best routes [ .
If the routing choice ` O was eliminated locally by a W÷P O according to Equation 5, then it must be the case that a was
one of the best routes at the global level (i.e., a WøSèh . A router J O can contribute at most one globally-best route. As such,
` O cannot be an element in [ .
Similarly, suppose `NO was eliminated by a route learned by another router. Then, it must be the case that some routing
choice a exists for which Equations 1–4 are true. By the same argument as before, however, the BGP decision process
would also eliminate such `uO from [ . As such, if a route is eliminated using our algorithm, that route must not be in [ . ]

Note that Theorem A.3 still holds. Therefore, in the case where |}~opos3qt1tn,putv1q¯o is enabled, our revised
algorithm produces the same results as the BGP decision process under arbitrary message ordering.
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